CCWS DVD Library List – January, 2020

26 NEW TITLES FOR 2020

Artist

DVD Title

Brief Description

Brommer, Gerald

From Line and Shape to Complex
Surfaces

This DVD focuses on line and shape and then Gerald adds
collage, watercolor and gesso to the surface.

Castagnet, Alvaro

Inspired Watercolour

Watch Alvaro use his colorful style to capture the soul and
mood of the places he paints: Streets, squares and cafes in
Girona, Catalonia, and Cadaques, the home town of Salvador
Dali.

Castagnet, Alvaro

The Passionate Painter in Paris

In his strong colourful style, Alvaro paints historic buildings and
busy boulevards including wet pavement and bustling cafe
scenes.

Couick, Nancy

What do you Mean Watercolors are
Hard? The Things Teachers Think
you Already Know

An excellent primer for the novice watercolor artist. Covers
materials, paints, brushes, papers, palettes, Nancy breaks
down the process of watercolor painting into all of its many
steps and phases.

Crouch, Susan

Painting in Living Color: Carolina
Morning

This is a friendly and informative 3-part demo that breaks
down the process of watercolor painting using a layering
process.

Divine, Aine

Watercolour Portraits

Learn how to create stunning portraits with Aine as she paints
4 portraits.

Grastorf, Jean

Pouring Transparent Watercolor

Jean shows her signature pouring technique without using a
brush. After masking, she pours and allows the colors to
mingle on the surface.

Hoar, John

Simplifying Watercolour

John’s dynamic impressionistic style is based on simplifying
the painting process. Using only two brushes and five colours,
John shows how to stip a scene down to it’s basics.

Hoar, John

Watercolour Without Tears

John firmly believes that one of the reasons people find
watercolour frustrating is that they overcomplicate it. In this
painting he will show you how to keep it simple – keep it loose.

King, Ian

Watercolour: Line and Wash

Town and riverscapes in brush, pen and ink. Ian also uses
water-soluble pencils and water-soluble pens to enhance his
beautiful British cityscapes.

Miller, Joe

Goof-Proof Greeting Cards

Cheap Joes founder, Joe Miller is also a great artist and
instructor. In this DVD he demonstrates a card making system
you will be able to use over and over again.

Rogers, Janet

Expressing the Bouquet in Watercolor

Janet feels “painting should be fun, fresh and exciting without
the pressure of trying to make a masterpiece.” She will help
you learn to “interpret, not copy” the floral still life.

Raynes, John

Drawing & Painting People

A 3-part video showing how to capture a likeness, achieve
accurate anatomy and paint realistic skin tones.

Swenson, Brenda

Negative Painting with Watercolor

A master at this technique, Brenda shows step-by-step the
benefits of focusing on the space around and in between the
object being painted.

Tookey, John

Contrast in Watercolour

John will show you how to use tone and contrast to energize
your paintings. Direct, bold and lighting fast, he paints with a
large brush producing stunning paintings that command
attention.
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van Hasselt, Tony

Creative Realism in Watercolor

Based on a preparatory field sketch, Tony develops an exciting
studio version, painting the same scene on top of a nonobjective underpainting.

Wade, Robert

Wade’s Watercolour Solutions

Robert is one of Australia’s leading watercolour painters with a
worldwide reputation for his teaching methods. In this DVD he
covers soft and hard edges, brush work, water to paint ratio,
wet-in-wet, and many other techniques.

Walsh, Janet

Expressive Watercolors from Floral
Photographs

This DVD focuses on using your own photographs as a
reference for still-life painting. A very popular instructor, Janet
works through 8 chapters including material selection to final
brush strokes.

Webb, Frank

On Watercolor

A 3-part DVD covering 1. sketching on location, and painting,
2. working on dry paper with transparent washes, and 3. a
commentary on the qualities of several paintings.

Whyte, Mary

Mastering Watercolor Portraiture

A Master Class with expert watercolorist, Mary show you how
to paint a watercolor portrait from start to finish.

Wiegardt, Eric

Painting Loosely

On this DVD, Eric paints a street scene, loosely, quickly and
with lots of “dynamic action.” He shows how to do windows,
street foliage, people and skies as a part of the overall design.

Williams, Sharon Lynn

Watercolour on Location

How to paint on location by one of Canada’s premiere plein air
painters. Sharon demonstrates her complete process.

Zbukvic, Joseph

Atmosphere & Mood in Watercolour

Joseph is a highly accomplished watercolour artist who
creates a magical atmosphere and mood in his work. He lives
in Melbourne but travels widely in search of subjects.

Zbukvic, Joseph

Watercolour on Location

The second in a 3-part series, Joseph does 3 plein air
paintings incorporating his trademark atmosphere and mood.

Zbukvic, Joseph

Watercolour Impressions

Joseph paints 3 paintings on this DVD, sailboats in Albert Park
in Melbourne, street scenes in Paris and then uses one of his
paintings done in France in his studio to create a larger work.
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